The Greensmaster® 1000 Series boast new innovative operator controls; its main feature is a telescoping loop handle that each operator can adjust in seconds to their personal size for comfort and reduce fatigue. The 1000 Series offers a wide range of accessories to customize the mower and provide pristine playing conditions for your course.

**Greensmaster Walk Greensmowers**

**Greensmaster 1021**
- Heavy-duty, 3.5 hp (2.6 kW) Honda® engine
- 21-inch (53.3 cm) width of cut

**Greensmaster 1026**
- Heavy-duty, 3.5 hp (2.6 kW) Honda® engine
- 26-inch (66 cm) width of cut

**Greensmaster 1018**
- Heavy-duty, 3.5 hp (2.6 kW) Honda® engine
- 18-inch (45.7 cm) width of cut

**Cutting Unit Options**

**14-Blade DPA Cutting Unit**
- Designed for extremely fine greens mowing at the lowest heights of cut
- Includes narrow Wiehle roller
- Cutting Range: 0.062" - 0.130" (1.6mm – 3.3mm)

**11-Blade DPA Cutting Unit**
- Designed for precise greens mowing at low heights of cut
- Includes narrow Wiehle roller
- Cutting Range: 0.090" - 0.160" (2.3mm – 4.1mm)

**8-Blade Reel (not available for 1018)**
- Application for mowing at higher heights of cut, such as tee boxes or aprons surrounding greens

**Traction Unit Options**

**LED Light Kit**
- Allows operator to mow in low light conditions

**Transport Wheels**
- To transport mower from green to green or in the shop

Accessories and specifications subject to change. Please contact your Toro distributor for details.
## Greensmaster 1000 Series Accessories

### Roller Options – 2.5” (64 mm) Diameter

**Front Narrow Wiehle Roller**
- Interlaced .200” (5mm) groove spacing, aluminum roller
- Slightly more turf penetration than the full roller
- Use in normal greens mowing conditions

**Front Wide Wiehle Roller**
- .92” (23mm) groove spacing, aluminum roller
- Most aggressive front roller option
- Recommended for use in off-greens applications on dense turf and high growth conditions to control growth

**Front Full Roller**
- Least penetration into turf
- Recommended for use in soft conditions and high stress periods to prevent thinning of turf and edge marking of cutting unit

**Long Front Wiehle Roller**
- Improves edge support and prevents edge marking on cutting unit
- Use in soft turf conditions

**Split Front, Full or Narrow Wiehle Roller**
- More gentle on turf, especially beneficial on clean-up cut

**Front Roller Extension Kit**
- Roller extension wheels that attach on outside of front roller
- Used on soft turf or heavily undulated greens to prevent edge marking of cutting unit

**Microcut Bedknife**
- Height of cut range between 1/16” – 3/16” (2 – 5mm)
- Recommended for heights of cut below 1/8” (3mm)

**Extended Microcut Bedknife (18” & 21” only)**
- Height of cut range between 1/8” – 1/2” (3mm – 12.7mm)
- Recommended for use in combination with the Aggressive Bedbar if scalping occurs

**Low Cut Bedknife**
- Height of cut range 3/16” – 1” (5 – 25mm)

---

### Groomer Options

**Universal Groomer Drive**
- Groomer drive with forward, neutral and counter-rotating dial
- Quick-change twin-tipped grooming reel or brushes available

**Groomer Reel**
- High-strength, twin-tip groomer blades
- Reduces thatch and stands grass blades for a crisp, clean cut

**Grooming Brush – Soft or Stiff**
- Spiral rotating brush used to condition grass before cutting
- Note: Brush collects more clippings into basket than the Groomer Reel, be careful of aggressiveness setting.

**Push Broom Brush**
- Conditions grass prior to cut
- Primarily used on Bermuda grass or other warm season grasses to stand and straighten grass blades for a crisp, clean cut

---

### Traction Unit Options

**Backlap Kit (1021 & 1026 models only)**
- Convenient on-machine backlapping

**Backlap Access Kit**
- Required for auxiliary electric motor backlapping

---

### Bedknife & Bedbar Options – Fit All Models Unless Indicated

**EdgeMax® Short Bedknife**
- Tool steel bedknife for extended wear

**Tournament Bedknife**
- Height of cut range 1/8” – 1/2” (3 – 13mm)
- Thicker blade for longer lasting bedknife life

**Extended Tournament Bedknife (21” only)**
- Height of cut range between 1/8” – 1/2” (3mm – 12.7mm)
- Recommended for use in combination with the Aggressive Bedbar if scalping occurs

**Microcut Bedknife**
- Height of cut range 1/16” – 3/16” (2 – 5mm)
- Recommended for heights of cut below 1/8” (3mm)

**Height of Cut Adjustment Bar**
- Adjustment bar used to adjust cutting heights

**High Height of Cut Kit**
- Enables heights of cut up to 1.18” (30mm)
Interlaced Narrow Wiehle Roller Scraper
Wide Wiehle Roller Scraper
Full Roller Scraper

- Narrow Wiehle, Wide Wiehle, and Full Roller scrapers clear rollers of dirt, grass and debris buildup that may impact height of cut.

Narrow Wiehle Roller Scraper Brush
Wide Wiehle Roller Scraper Brush
Full Roller Scraper Brush

- Scraper brushes condition the surface of turf before cutting, while clearing rollers of dirt, grass and debris buildup.

Narrow Wiehle Roller Scraper Comb
Wide Wiehle Roller Scraper Comb
Full Roller Scraper Comb

- Scraper combs condition the surface of turf before cutting, while clearing rollers of dirt, grass and debris buildup.

Turf Evaluator

- Mirror device used to assess turf conditions.

Spark Arrestor Kit

- Prevents sparks from emitting from the engine.

Wireless Hour Meter Kit (Optional)

- Records hours of engine use.
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